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Introduction
Day Camps are a tradition in Girl Scouting and a great way to make memories with your
girls. Activities for Earth and Sky will focus around exploring what we can do to protect
the Earth, as well as space exploration with hands-on science
activities! This custom patch is available to order through our
council stores. Separate program plans are available for Daisies
and Juniors.
The Earth and Sky Day Camp Planning Guide for Brownies contains:
• Things to consider in planning your day camp.
• Three days of programing, for seven hours a day.
• An activity guide, giving directions for each activity.
• A supply list of recycled items to be saving or collecting and items to
purchase or borrow.
What kind of programing is planned for the Earth and
Sky Day Camp?
• Girls will earn their Space Science Adventurer badge.
Activities needed to earn the badge will have a star next
to them.
• Girls will learn about topics impacting the environment
like water pollution, and how to protect planet Earth.
• Hands-on activities and crafts using recyclable materials.
Daily Essentials
Opening Ceremony
This can be an elaborate opening with a flag ceremony or
as simple as saying the Girl Scout Promise and singing a
song. Whatever you decide to do, be consistent and follow
the same outline every day, so the girls know what to
expect. A sample outdoor flag ceremony is included in this
guide.
Closing Ceremony
If you open with a flag ceremony, you will need to close
by retiring the flags. You can then end with a song and
friendship circle.
Base Camp
Make sure each camp unit has a special place to call their
own with some space separating them from the other
units. Base camps could be a blanket spread out under
a tree, under easy up canopies, or at a separate pavilion.
This is a place the units can leave some of their items, do
some activities, or just lay down and watch the clouds.

Planning Considerations
Things to consider while planning your day camp:
1.

Where will you hold your day camp? Is there enough
space for your units to spread out? Are there enough
bathrooms to meet Safety Activity Checkpoints? What
are your plans if it rains or storms?
2. Do you have enough volunteers in your service unit to
conduct the activities and meet necessary girl/adult
ratios? Will you need consultants? Don’t forget to reach
out to Girl Scout Cadettes, Seniors, and Ambassadors
for help (remember they do not count for adult ratios).
The girls could use their hours to earn their Service to
Girl Scouting bar.
3. Are there any girls attending who have disabilities? If
so, do you have a plan for adapting activities to those
girls? You can reach out to the girl’s leader or parent
for suggestions. Remember that your goal is to ensure
all girls can participate.
4. Have an emergency activity file for each unit. Each unit
needs to have a copy of each girl’s medical history
form with emergency contact information. Each
unit also needs a written copy of your day camp’s
emergency plan and phone numbers for the day camp
director and first aider.

Space Science Adventurer Badge
Investigate the complexities of the sky as you learn to see things in a new way.
When the girls have earned this badge, they will know how to investigate the Sun, Moon,
planets, and stars.
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Day One Schedule
8:00-8:15 a.m.
8:15–8:30 a.m.

Opening flag ceremony and
remarks (rules, etc.)
Break into units and go to your
unit’s base camp

12:15–12:30 p.m.

Sing camp songs—all units
sing together

12:30–1:00 p.m.

Quiet time at base camp

8:30–8:45 a.m.

Get to know you activity

1:00–1:30 p.m.

Finish Planet Craft or Play a
Game

8:45–9:30 a.m.

Meet the Neighbors

1:30–2:30 p.m.

The 3 Rs and the
Recycling Relay Game

Build a Telescope

2:30–2:45 p.m.

Clean up base camp and pack

10:00–10:30 a.m.

Bathroom and Snack Break

2:45–3:00 p.m.

Closing ceremony

10:30–11:30 a.m.

Make Planet Sun Catchers or a
Pocket Solar System

9:30–10:00 a.m.

11:30 a.m.–12:15 p.m.

Lunch

Required to earn Space Science Adventurer badge.
You can omit or add activities to fit your time frame if it differs
from this schedule.

Day One Activities
Meet the Neighbors
Explain: If you live in a city, your neighbors live close to you. If you’re in the country, they are farther away. Think of your
home planet, Earth, as part of a neighborhood. Earth’s neighborhood is our Solar System, and other planets are the
neighbors. Some planets are close, and some are farther away. We are going to get to know the neighbors!
Items Needed: Have the Planet Fact Sheet print outs available to review with the girls.
Build a Telescope
A telescope is used to see things that are far away.
Items needed:
• Two empty paper towel tubes
• Scissors
• Masking tape
• Paint, markers, or crayons to decorate your telescope
• Two convex lenses. These can be taken out of old
reading glasses or ordered online.
Instructions:
1. Choose one of the tubes to be the inner tube. Cut
that tube lengthwise (all the way up the side).
2. Wrap one edge of the cut side slightly over the other
edge and hold it in place with one hand.
3. Insert the cut tube into the other paper towel
tube. Let go of the inner tube so that it can expand
inside the outer tube. If the inner tube is not sliding
smoothly, remove it and wrap the edge slightly
tighter. Then reinsert the inner tube into the other
paper towel tube until it is just right.
4. Using masking tape, secure one of the lenses to the
outer edge of the inner tube. The curve of the lens
should be facing the inside of the tube.

5. Then secure the second lens to the outer edge of
the second tube, with the curve of the lens pointing
outside of the tube. It’s alright if your lenses are
bigger than the tube. Try to only tape around the rim
of the lenses so you don’t cover too much.
6. Place your eye against the lens of the inner tube. Aim
your telescope at faraway animals or tall treetops
(but never use a telescope to look at the sun). Focus
by sliding the inner tube in and out until the image
becomes clear.
Explain and Discuss: The telescope is a “refracting
telescope,” because it uses lenses to help gather more
light than your eye could possibly do on its own. It uses
two lenses to bend light, which makes an object appear
closer than it really is. The size of the image produced by
the telescope depends on the curvature of the lenses.
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Day One Activities
Make a Pocket Solar System (Optional Activity)
This model will show the distances between the orbits of
the planets in our solar system.
Items needed:
• A long strip of paper (like from a cash register or
calculator) about 3-4 feet long for each girl.
• Pencils and Crayons
Instructions:
1. Label one end of the paper “Sun” and the other end
“Dwarf Planets.”
2. Fold the paper in half and crease it, then open it up
again and place a mark at the crease. This point is
Uranus. Write the name near the mark.
3. Now, fold the paper back in half, then in half again.
Unfold and lay it flat. Label the crease closest to the
sun as “Saturn.” Label the crease closest to dwarf
planets “Neptune.”
4. Fold the Sun to Saturn and crease it. Label this new
crease “Jupiter.”
5. Fold the sun to Jupiter. Unfold it and label this crease
“Asteroid Belt.”
6. Now fold the Sun to the Asteroid Belt. Unfold it and
label the crease “Mars.” See how the neighbors are
getting closer together? There are three more planets
left, so you may need to write smaller.
7. Fold the Sun to Mars. Keep it folded and fold that
section in half.
8. Unfold the paper. You should have three new creases.
9. Label the crease closest to Mars as “Earth.”
10. Label the middle crease “Venus.”
11. Label the crease closest to the Sun, “Mercury.”
Now that you have all the planets labeled, go back and
draw and color the planets, sun, and dwarf planets.
Explain that not all planets are the same size.
• Jupiter is the biggest planet.
• Saturn is the next biggest planet.
• Uranus is just over half of the size of Saturn.
• Neptune is just a tiny bit smaller than Uranus.
• Earth is 1/4 the size of Neptune.
• Venus is just a tiny bit smaller than Earth.
• Mars is about half of the size of Venus.
• Mercury is just a tiny bit smaller than Venus.
Once you have everything drawn and colored, stand back
and look at your pocket solar system. Ask the girls:
• Does anything surprise them?
• Are some planets farther away from each other than
you thought they would be?
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Make Planet Sun Catchers (Optional Activity)
Items needed:
• Hole punch
• Coffee filters
• String or yarn
• Markers
• Spray bottle with water • Clothes line (optional)
• Clothes pins (optional)
• Contact paper
Instructions:
1. Cut the eight planets out of coffee filters.
• Have girls fold filters in half, then in half again.
Then cut around the outside edge.
• Since Jupiter is the largest planet, leave one
coffee filter full size.
2. Have the girls color the planets with markers, using
the following colors:
• Mercury—gray and brown
• Venus—yellow and brown
• Earth—green and blue
• Mars—red and orange
• Jupiter—red, brown, orange, and yellow
• Saturn—brown and yellow
• Uranus—blue
• Neptune—blue and purple
Once the coffee filters are colored in, let the girls spray
water onto them. The filters need to get wet enough to
make the markers run, but not so wet that they soak the
filter.
• Hang the planets on the clothes line to dry, or lay flat
but make sure they don’t blow away.
After Lunch
• Once the filters are dry, write the name of the planet
on each one.
• Cover each with contact paper.
• Punch a hole in planet.
• Tie a string in each planet.

Day One Activities
Recycling Relay Game
Explain to girls: Recycling is reusing items that you would
typically throw away. If we put items in the trash instead
of recycling them, what happens to our trash? Ask the
girls for their ideas. Explain that trash goes into a landfill,
a place to dispose of trash by burying it in the ground
and covering it with soil. Landfills take up lots of space
that could be used for animals, parks, or even houses.
That’s why it’s important to recycle—to keep items out of
the landfill. When you recycle you sort items by like kinds.
Let’s have a relay race to practice recycling.
Items needed:
• A variety of recyclable items (2-3 per girl): food
boxes, papers, plastic containers, or aluminum
cans. If you want to keep it simple, just use paper or
plastic.
• Two containers: to hold an even number of
recyclables.
• 2+ sets of empty boxes or bins to put the recyclables
in. Label them “paper,” “plastic,” “tin,” and “aluminum”
(or whatever materials you’re using.)
Instructions:
1. Divide the girls into two teams.
2. Explain: when it is your turn, you will grab a piece of
trash from the bin, run down to where the recycling
bins are, and place the item in the correct bin. (If the
girl puts the item in the incorrect bin, correct them
and have them place it in the correct bin before they
can go back to their team.)
3. The first team to correctly recycle all their items wins.

The 3 R’s
Explain to the girls: This week we are going to learn
about the planet we live on, Earth. We are going to learn
ways we can protect the Earth and make our planet
healthier. Ask the girls: Do you know what the 3 R’s are?
See if the girls have an answer, then tell them the 3 Rs
are Reduce, Reuse and Recycle.
Ask the girls what these words mean and discuss:
• Reduce—to cut back on the amount of what we
use. Like using less electricity or water or not using
as much plastic that must be thrown away.
• Reuse—to use something more than once. For
example, the container your butter comes in could
be used as a storage container or you could cut a
stained t-shirt into pieces and use it as a dust rag.
• Recycle—instead of throwing something in the
trash, put it in a recycling bin and it gets turned
into something else. Plastic bottles can get turned
into building materials or shopping bags. Aluminum
cans can be reused to make more aluminum cans.
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Day Two Schedule
8:00-8:15 a.m.
8:15–8:30 a.m.
8:30–9:30 a.m.

Opening flag ceremony and
remarks (rules, etc.)

12:15–12:30 p.m.

Sing camp songs – all units
sing together

Break into units and go to your
unit’s base camp
Investigate the Moon, Meet the
Phases of the Moon

12:30–1:00 p.m.

Quiet time at base camp

1:00–1:30 p.m.

Reducing Water Waste

9:30–10:00 a.m.

Bathroom and Snack Break

1:30–2:00 p.m.

Clean Water Activity

10:00–10:30 a.m.

Prepare for the Space Party

2:00–2:30 p.m.

Play water games*
Wrap up projects

10:30–11:30 a.m.

Reuse and Recycle Craft

2:30–2:45 p.m.

Clean up base camp and pack

Lunch

2:45–3:00 p.m.

Closing ceremony

11:30 a.m.–12:15 p.m.

Required to earn Space Science Adventurer badge. You can omit or add activities to fit your time frame if it differs from this schedule.

*When playing water games, squirt toys are a great way to get wet and cool down without wasting a lot of
water. You can even put the water in gallon jugs to keep track of how much water you are using.

Day Two Activities
Investigate the Moon
Discuss: Have you ever noticed the Moon in the daytime
sky? (Look to see if the moon is visible and show girls.)
Sometimes you can see it during the day, but it doesn’t
seem very bright compared to the blue sky or clouds.
When it is nighttime, the moon is hard to miss. Ask the
girls if they have noticed that some nights the moon is
brighter or seems bigger than other nights. Explain to
them, it’s because the Moon goes through phases which
means it looks like it is a different shape. The Moon
doesn’t really change shape. What changes is the way we
see the moon as it revolves around the Earth.
Meet the Phases of the Moon
Items needed:
• For each girl a set of the moon phases cards, printed
on cardstock (included)
• Scissors
• Pencils or crayons
Instructions:
1. Have the girls cut out their cards.
2. Have the girls look at their cards while you tell them
what order the phases are:
• New Moon, Waxing Crescent, First Quarter,
Waxing Gibbous, Full, Waning Gibbous, Third
Quarter, and Waning Crescent.
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• Have the girls write numbers on the back of the
cards to remember their order.
Play some games to help your girls learn the phases!
Memory Mix:
• Have the girl mix up their moon phase cards so they
are not in order.
• Have them work by themselves or in pairs to see if
they can put the phases in the correct order.
• At the end, make sure you tell everyone the order, so
they can learn.
Moon Phase Relay Race
Items needed:
• A set of moon phase cards for each team
• A poster board for each team with spaces numbered
1-8 with room for the girls to place their cards.
Instructions:
1. Divide the girls in to teams of 4 or 8.
2. Give girls on each team a set of moon phase cards
and divide them among the girls
3. Tell girls the object of the game is to take their cards,
and one at a time, run to the poster board to place
their moon phase card on the number it goes with.
4. Let the girls go until their cards are all on their
boards, then see what teams were able to order
them correctly.
5. Show the correct order and then let them try again.

Day Two Activities
Make a Moon Art Project (Optional Activity)
Let the girls create a picture of the Moon using any art
form you’d like. They can draw with crayons, markers,
paint, or include textures like glitter, or sand. Encourage
the girls to include the shadows and textures you see
when you look at the moon.
Prepare for the Space Party
Tell the girls there will be a Space Party at the end of the
day where each unit will perform something. The girls
could make up a song, rap, short story, poem, or skit
sharing what they have learned about space science.
Singing “Twinkle, Twinkle Little Star” would work if the
girls don’t have any ideas.
Reuse and Recycle Craft
Let’s make toilet paper tube flower art!
Items needed:
• Popsicle sticks
• Toilet paper or paper towel tubes
• Cardstock
• Small pompoms or buttons
• Liquid glue—squirted onto paper plates, and in bottle
• Scissors
Instructions:
1. Flatten the tubes and mark them off in 1/4 inch
strips.
2. Have the girls cut on the line to turn the tubes into
strips; 2 tubes per girl to make 2 flowers.
3. Glue the popsicle stick to the paper to make stem.
4. Dip five of the paper strips in glue and place on the
stem to make a flower.
5. Girls can add strips for loops if they desire.
6. Glue a pompom or button on the center of the flower.
7. Let dry flat.
Optional:
• You can paint the cardboard tubes ahead of time to
make colored flowers, or have girls color them with
markers before they glue them down.
• You can use glue dots to glue the petals together and
the pompoms/buttons on.

Clean Water Activity
Discuss with kids: In the United States we are very lucky:
we can turn on a faucet and get clean water. Sometimes
if you are somewhere like school, a park, or a zoo, there
might even be a place to fill your water bottle. In developing
countries, like places in Africa or Haiti, many kids drink dirty
water because it’s all they have access to. The dirty water
can make them sick. We are going to make a mini water
filter and see how the Earth filters water for us. Filter means
to remove dirt and debris from a liquid, like water.
Items needed:
• Dirty water
• Plastic water bottle or 2-liter soda bottle
• Scissors
• 2 coffee filters
• Sand
• Gravel/pebbles
• Rocks
• If you have a large group, you may want to make
multiple bottles at the same time
Instructions:
1. Fill a cup 3/4 full of water. Make it dirty by adding some
dirt or sand, and then set it aside.
2. Have an adult use scissors to cut the plastic bottle in
half and poke a hole in the lid.
3. Turn over the top part of the bottle so the lid is facing
down and place it in the bottom portion of the bottle.
4. Put the coffee filters inside the top part of the bottle
and push them down.
5. Pour some sand onto the coffee filter. Then place some
pebbles on top of the sand layer. Next place some
bigger rocks over the pebbles.
6. Slowly pour your glass of dirty water into the bottle
over the rocks. What do you notice about the water that
drips into the bottom part of bottle?
Discuss what happened:
Your filtration system turned the dirt in your water into
clumps that got stuck along the way, while the liquid was
able to pass through. Your filter is a simple version, so it
doesn’t include a disinfection step. That means that even
though your filtered water looks clearer, it might contain
bacteria. To make it safe to drink, it would need to be boiled
for 5 minutes. Many kids living in poverty who don’t have
filters boil their water each time they need to cook, brush
their teeth or take a drink!

Reducing Water Waste can
be found on the next page!
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Day Two Activities
Reducing Water Waste
Discussion: Earth is called the Blue Planet. That’s because
so much of it is covered with water. From outer space,
Earth looks mostly blue (show girls a picture of the
earth). That’s all the water. Earth also has frozen water
at the north and south poles and in glaciers. From outer
space, those places look white.
Ask the girls: How much of the Earth do you think is
water? Three out of four parts of the Earth is covered in
water. Most of that water is in the oceans. Ocean water is
salt water. People can’t drink salt water or use it to grow
food, plants, or flowers. Only three percent of the water
on Earth is fresh water that we can use. If all the water on
Earth equaled 100 drops, only three of those drops would
be fresh enough to use! With billions of people living on
earth that’s not a lot of water to drink and use. That’s why
it’s so important to save water and keep it clean.
This is where the R “reduce” comes in. We are going to
take a quiz and see if we can figure out the best ways to
reduce how much water we use!
Instructions:
1. Read the questions and answers below.
2. After you read the question and all the answers, ask
the girls to raise their hands to vote for the answer
they think is correct.
Note: Have a gallon jug handy to show the girls what size
a gallon is.
You notice the bathroom faucet is dripping. What should
you do?
1. Put a pan under the faucet and use the water to fill
your pet’s bowl.
2. Observe the drops. If there aren’t that many, don’t
worry about it.
3. Tell your parents so they can get it fixed and use the
water for your pet until then.
Answer: 3. Even small drops add up. Thirty drops
a minute can add up to more than two gallons of
water each day. Leaks are some of the biggest water
wasters at home.
It’s so hot outside you could probably fry an egg on the
sidewalk! What’s the best way to cool off outdoors?
1. Turn on the lawn sprinklers for 30 minutes.
2. Fill up all your water toys–soakers and spray bottles–
and invite your friends over.
3. Fill a wading pool and jump in with your friends.
Answer: 2. Thirty minutes of sprinkling uses 70
gallons of water! Even a small wading pool takes 100
gallons to fill. But you could get yourself and your
friends soaked for less then 10 gallons.
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You’ve been playing all day and you are dirty. You need
to get cleaned up. How should you do it?
1. Take a bath but fill the tub just halfway. That’s enough
to get good and wet.
2. Take a bath and be sure to fill the tub up to the brim
to get good and clean.
3. Take a shower. It uses the least amount of water and
you won’t be sitting in dirty water.
Answer: 1 or 3. Filling a tub only halfway saves 25
gallons for every bath. Over a year that’s enough to
fill 100,000 glasses of water. A short shower uses
even less water.
How can you save water while brushing your teeth?
1. Keep the faucet off until it’s time to rinse.
2. Leave the faucet on the whole time.
3. Keep an egg timer in the bathroom. Use it to tell you
when brushing time is over. Once you’ve finished
brushing and rinsing you can turn the faucet off.
Answer: 1. If you turn the faucet off while brushing
your teeth, you can save several gallons of water
every day.

Day Three Schedule
8:00-8:15 a.m.
8:15–8:30 a.m.

Opening flag ceremony and
remarks (rules, etc.)
Break into units and go to your
unit’s base camp

12:15–12:30 p.m.

Sing camp songs – all units
sing together

12:30–1:00 p.m.

Quiet time at base camp

8:30–9:30 a.m.

Be a Stargazer, Make a
Constellation Viewer

1:00–1:30 p.m.

Prepare for the Space Party

9:15–10:00 a.m.

Tell a Star Story

1:30–2:30 p.m.

Space Party, Earn Space
Science Adventurer badge!

10:00-10:30 a.m.

Bathroom and Snack Break

2:30–2:45 p.m.

Clean up base camp and pack

10:30–11:00 a.m.

Make Plant People

2:45–3:00 p.m.

Closing ceremony

11:00-11:45 a.m.

Oil Spill Clean-Up

11:45-12:15 a.m.

Lunch

Required to earn Space Science Adventurer badge.
You can omit or add activities to fit your time frame if it differs
from this schedule.

If this is the last day of camp be prepared to send girls home with any crafts they have made, as well as
the Earth and Sky day camp patch, and their Space Science Adventurer badge.

Day Three Activities
Be a Stargazer
Explain: For as long as people have been looking at
the sky, they’ve noticed shapes and patterns in the
stars. Groups of stars that form shapes are called
constellations. Around the world many people have
created different constellations and stories about them.
Today, astronomers have agreed to use the same 88
constellations to make maps of the sky for science.
Tell a Star Story
Items needed:
• Pictures of constellations
• Paper
• Pencils
• Stories about constellations
Instructions:
1. Tell the girls: Before people could read or use
technology to communicate, they told stories.
Stories about the constellations helped share
information. Sometimes it was practical
information, like how to use the constellation for
directions. Other stories gave examples of values
like honesty or bravery that people thought were
important.
2. Read the girls a story about a constellation, then
have them pick a constellation and make up a story
about it.

Make a Constellation Viewer
Items needed:
• A pringles chip can (or something similar) for each
girl, with a hole created in the bottom by using a drill
or hammering in a nail
• Print outs of constellations the same size as the chip
can lid
• Circles of black paper to fit inside the chip lid
• Push pins
• Cardboard
Instructions:
• Have each girl choose a constellation.
• Lay a print out of the star pattern on top of a black
construction paper circle that is the same size as the
chip can lid.
• Put the paper on a layer of cardboard or cork board
(to protect table).
• Use a push pin to make holes where the stars are.
• Place the black circle inside the lid of the can so the
“up-side” will face the inside of the can.
• Put the lid on
• Hold the can up to the light and look through the hole
on the bottom on the can to view your constellation
• Have the girls look at different constellations that
other girls made and discuss.
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Day Three Activities
Make Plant People (Electricity Required)
Grass and other green plants are very important to Earth
because they help keep our air clean. Make your own
plant person using recycled items.
Items needed:
• 2-liter soda bottle, cut in half for each girl. Have an
adult cut it with scissors or a serrated knife.
• Potting soil
• Seeds: grass, chia, herbs, or any other seeds
• Large googly eyes
• Paint and brushes or Sharpie Markers
• Hot glue gun
Instructions:
• Keep the bottle cap, recycle the rest of the top half. If
the bottle cap has writing on it, paint the bottle cap
or use a sharpie to color it.
1. Glue the eyes and bottle cap nose onto the outside
of the bottom half of the bottle. Have an adult help
the girls use hot glue to glue it on.
2. Add the potting soil and pack it in almost to the top.
3. Sprinkle the seeds on the top of the soil. Then add a
little more soil on top and water well.
4. Instruct the girls to keep their plants by a sunny
window and to make sure they water it.
5. Watch and wait for the seeds to grow. It should
just take a couple of days for the seeds to begin
sprouting.
Discuss Oil Spills
Discuss with the girls:
What is an oil spill? Oil spills happen when people make
mistakes or are careless and cause an oil tanker (a ship
that carries oil from one country or place to another) to
leak oil into the ocean.
What do you think are the consequences of an oil spill
on the environment? Oil can hurt birds, making it so that
they cannot fly or swim. It can have a negative impact on
the shoreline habitat of many animals and fish. Birds and
animals nest and live in the marshy shoreline and the oil
can destroy their homes. If they can’t nest, then there
won’t be another generation. What about the plants in
the water and on the shore that the oil can hurt as well?
These are a few of the negative impacts of an oil spill on
the environment.
Which do you think are the biggest of these problems?
The most important thing is to stop the oil from
spreading and reaching the shoreline.
Let’s test three possible ideas to help clean up an oil spill.
Put them to the test and see which works best!
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Oil Spill Clean-up Experiment
Items needed:
• Modeling Clay
• Water
• A large container like a baking dish or foil pan
• Cooking oil
• Small plastic toy of an ocean animal or a duck
• Cheese cloth
• Dish soap
• Spoon
• If your group is large, you will want to have multiple
experiments so every girl can see.
Instructions:
1. First create the environment. Let the girls use the clay
to make land masses in the large container.
2. Then create the oil spill by pouring oil in the center of
the water.
3. Have the girls observe the oil for a few minutes. It
should slowly move in the container.
4. Place the animal in the oil. It should quickly get
covered in oil and the oil will start to spread.
5. Pull the animal out of the oil.
6. Start trying to clean the oil with a piece of cheese
cloth.
• How does it do at absorbing the oil?
7. Next, try to scoop out the oil with a spoon.
• What happens when you try to scoop the oil?
8. Finally, try to use dish soap to clean the oil.
• What happens when you put the dish soap in?
• How do you think the dish soap could impact
the animals or plants?
9. Ask the girls which methods they think worked the
best.
Absorption and removal are the approaches that are
used in actual oil spills. Scientists are working on some
very cool inventions for oil spill clean-up. For instance,
using milkweed to absorb oil, and using floating vacuum
cleaners to remove the oil.

Day Three Activities
Hold a Space Party
Have all day camp units together to celebrate learning
about space! Here is a suggested space snack!
Moon Cakes
Items needed:
• 1 rice cake per girl
• Nut butter or cream cheese
• Small round cereal
• Banana slices
• Chocolate Chips

Instructions:
1. Spread cream cheese or nut butter on the rice cake.
2. Cover the top with banana slices and cereal that. See
if the girls can make their cake look like the surface
of the moon.
Capri Sun or other drinks in a pouch are excellent drink
options. Drinks in a pouch, like Capri Sun, were created
for astronauts to use during space travel!

Supply List
Recycled Items to Collect
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Paper towel tubes
Toilet paper tubes
2-liter bottles
Pringles or Lays chip canisters, with lids
Bottle caps
2 bags of recycled plastic items
2 bags of recycled paper items

•
•

4 large cardboard boxes
Old reading glasses
One-gallon milk or water jugs
Colorful boxes (like cereal, snacks, or Girl Scout
Cookie boxes)
Old CDs or DVDs
4 large cardboard boxes

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Black paper
Spoon
Dish soap
Cheese cloth
Small plastic toy of ocean animal or duck
Cooking oil
Large foil pan or baking dish
Modeling clay
Hot glue gun and glue sticks
Paint and brushes or markers
Large googly eyes
Seeds – grass, chia, or herbs
Potting soil
Card board
Push pins

Items to Purchase or Borrow
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Rolls of cash register tape
Spray bottles
Contact paper
Hole punches
Yarn
Clothes line
Clothes pins
Masking tape
Craft sticks
Small pompoms or buttons
Paper plates
Liquid glue
Rulers
Paint
Coffee filters
Sand
Gravel, pebbles, and rocks

Food:
•
•
•
•

Rice cakes
Nut butter or cream cheese
Cereal
Bananas

•
•

Chocolate Chips
Capri Sun
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Outdoor Flag Ceremony
Outdoor flag ceremonies should be held each day during day camp and girls should be
taught proper flag etiquette, including how to fold an American flag.
Materials needed include an American flag available from GSMH, other flags if desired, and flag stands/holders.
Include flag bearers for each flag and callers. Girls form a horseshoe with flag holders at the open end. Flag bearers
and color guard move to the open end of the horseshoe and stop facing the group.
Flag Ceremony Commands
•

Girl Scouts Attention: All persons not in the color guard quiet down and ready themselves for the flag
ceremony.

•

Color Guard Attention: All persons in the color guard quiet down and ready themselves for the flag ceremony.

•

Color Guard Advance: Color guard members march to designated area. Stand at attention.

•

Color Guard Halt: Color guard members stop at designated area.

•

Color Guard Post the Colors: If using more than one flag (Girl Scout or United States), the United States flag
is always placed in a stand last, or raised on flag pole first. United States flag is at all times kept at a higher
elevation than all other flags in the ceremony.

•

Girl Scouts, the flag of your country. Please say the Pledge of Allegiance.

•

Girls Scouts please say the Girl Scout Promise.

•

Color Guard Retreat: Color guard members go back to original starting point.

•

Color Guard Halt: Color guard members stop at designated area.

•

Color Guard Dismissed: Color guard members may disband/dismiss.

•

Girl Scouts Dismissed: All persons except color guard members may disband.
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Flag Folding
Special care should be taken that so no part of the flag touches the ground. The flag is then carefully folded into
the shape of a tri-cornered hat, emblematic of the hats worn by colonial soldiers during the war for Independence.
In the folding, the red and white stripes are finally wrapped into the blue, as the light of day vanishes into the
darkness of night. This custom of special folding is reserved for the United States Flag alone.

To properly fold the flag, begin by holding it waisthigh with another person so that its surface is
parallel to the ground.

Fold the lower half of the stripe section lengthwise
over the field of stars, holding the bottom and top
edges securely.

Fold the flag again lengthwise with the blue
field on the outside.

Make a triangular fold by bringing the striped corner
of the folded edge to meet the open (top) edge of
the flag.

Turn the outer (end) point inward, parallel to the
open edge, to form a second triangle.

The triangular folding is continued until the entire
length of the flag is folded in this manner.

When the flag is completely folded, only a triangular
blue field of stars should be visible.
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Planet Fact Sheet
There are nine planets that travel
around the sun. Together with the sun,
these planets make up our solar
system. The planets are in motion and
travel around the sun in oval shaped paths called
orbits. Each planet travels in its own orbit.

The Nine Planets
• Mercury is the closest planet to
the sun
• Mercury has no water
• Mercury is covered with craters
• No moons orbit Mercury
• Mercury has the shortest year (88

Earth days)
• Mercury is burning hot on the sunny side and
freezing on the dark side
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• Venus is the second planet from the
sun
• Venus rotates backwards compared
to the other eight planets
• The clouds on Venus are thick and
poisonous
• The air has enough heat and pressure to crack
spaceships.

• Earth is the only planet with
flowing water to drink and air
to breathe
• It takes the Earth 365 days to
revolve around the sun
• It takes the Earth 24 hours to
rotate about the sun
• Earth is close enough to the sun to keep it warm
and far enough away to keep it cool
• The third planet from the sun is Earth
• Earth has one moon
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• The air on Mars is full of reddish dust
(that is why it is sometimes called the
Red Planet)
• Mars is the fourth planet from the sun
• Scientists think Mars may have had
water in rivers or oceans at one time
• Today Mars has ice at its poles
• Mars is a desert planet
• There are two small moons that orbit Mars (Phobos
and Deimos)

• Jupiter is the largest planet
• Jupiter is the fifth planet from the sun
• Jupiter is made up of gasses (it is
called a Gas Giant)
• There is no solid crust of land on
Jupiter
• The Great Red Spot on Jupiter is a hurricane
• Jupiter has a small ring system made of dust
• There are 16 moons that orbit Jupiter
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• Saturn is the sixth planet from the sun
• Saturn is the second largest planet
• There are hundreds of rings around
Saturn
• Saturn’s rings are made mostly of
small pieces of ice
• Saturn has more than 20 moons, and
scientists keep discovering new ones
• Saturn is also a Gas Giant

• Uranus is the seventh planet from
the sun
• All the planets but Uranus orbit the
sun upright, but Uranus lies on its
side (it’s tilted)
• The entire planet is covered by a
thick blue-green fog
• Uranus is a Gas Giant
• Uranus has rings
• There are 15 moons that orbit Uranus
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• Neptune is the eighth planet from
the sun
• Neptune has 8 moons
• Blue clouds cover Neptune
• Neptune is a Gas Giant
• Neptune has rings
• Neptune has the Great Dark Spot (which is a storm
like the Great Red Spot on Jupiter)
• The winds on Neptune are the fastest in the solar
system

• Pluto is the smallest planet
• Pluto is the last planet in our Solar
System (the furthest planet from the
sun)
• Pluto is very cold because it does
not receive much heat from the sun
• There is one large moon that orbits Pluto, Charon.
• Pluto’s orbit is strange; it sometimes crosses the orbit
of Neptune making Neptune the furthest planet
from the sun for a few years.
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